
Sill-Rite

Standard Sills

KSC Standard Sills provide an economic solution to sill 
protection. Sill-Rite Standard Sills are made of durable 
vinyl and can be used in new constructions, retro�t/re-
placement, and existing homes.
KSC Standard Sills are easy to install and are superior to 
drywall or wood sills. Sill-Rite reduces the chances of 
mold and moisture damage, and provides a durable, 
attractive surface that is easy to clean and maintain.

KSC Standard Sills are available in several lengths and 
depths, and can be cut to �t most window openings. 
Available in two attractive pro�les, KSC Standard Sills 
provide attractive sill protection.

KSC Standard Sills are available in two attractive pro�les: Classic and Streamline

KSC Standard Sills

Low 
Maintenance
Easy to clean requires no
painting or staining.

Durable
Made of cellular vinyl, KSC Premi-
um Sills can take the abuse of 
outdoor elements, so it certainly 
can handle the indoor elements.

Protects against 
Moisture
Moisture from condensation and 
minor window leaks can lead to 
mold growth with drywall or MDF 
sills. KSC Premium Sill is a water-
proof barrier that protects 
the sill area.

Won’t Rot, 
Peel,or Yellow
KSC Premium Sill is made of the 
same high quality vinyl as many 
windows.
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Moisture is a home’s number-one enemy. Moisture not only damages the home, 
but it can also lead to dangerous mold and mildew. KSC Standard Sills help protect 
homes from the inevitable moisture caused by condensation on windows. When 
installed properly, KSC Sills helps prevent moisture from seeping into the inner wall. 
Not only does KSC Standard Sills protect, theyare also an attractive accent to any 
window. KSC Standard Sills are available in the Classic pro�le for an elegant 
traditional style, or the contemporary Streamline pro�le. 

Sills can be cut with ordinary wood cutting tools. 
Use �nishing blades for a smooth cut. 

Apply a continuous bead of a weatherproof 
paintable caulk to the back edge of the sill where it 
will butt against the window. This will help ensure a 
good seal. 

Use a polyurethane construction adhesive when 
installing KSC Standard Sills. 

As a �nal step, apply a bead of paintable caulk along 
the sill where it butts against the wall and window.

Material: Cellular PVC
Color: White, UV stable
Pro�les: Classic and Streamline
Warranty: Limited lifetime warranty
Durability: Will not rot, cup, split, twist, or warp
Finish: Does not require paint but will accept
paint for a custom color. For best results, prepare
the surface by sanding lightly with �ne sand
paper. Clean the sill thoroughly and apply an
acrylic latex primer. Finish with a 100% acrylic
latex paint.
Care and Cleaning: Sill-Rite sills are easy to
clean and require almost no maintenance. Make
sure any cleaning product you use is safe for use
on vinyl products.
Sizes: Standard lengths and depths as listed.
Custom lengths longer than 8´ are also available

Sills can be installed with �ush ends or 
with extended ends.

Installation Tips

Attractive Sill protection Made Easy

Deeper Sills are achievable with our Extension Kit.


